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Introduction

Should a seller release public information before, or indeed during, an auction? The posing and answering of this question by Milgrom and Weber (1982a)
(MWa) provides one of the cornerstones of present day auction theory and the
result that disclosure is good for revenue has even become part of folk wisdom
in some policy areas. In context of their general symmetric a¢ liated model.
Milgrom and Weber showed both how to characterise equilibria and that revealing information publicly is always expected revenue enhancing. Furthermore,
they showed that under these assumptions the sort of information generated by
common auction processes is a¢ liated in the requisite way. So, in particular,
ascending button auctions yield higher revenues than second price sealed bid
auctions.
Milgrom and Weber’s results should not lead to a general belief that the
public disclosure of information is usually, and certainly not always, expected
revenue enhancing. It depends very much on the statistical context of the situation at hand and there are many natural cases where information disclosure
decreases expected revenue. This is true even in symmetric situations once the
I am grateful to seminar and conference participants at ESEM (Santiago), Tilburg,
Bologna, Milan, Helsinki, Oxford, ESSET (Gerzensee), Toulouse, Pittsburgh, Exeter, Essex,
St. Andrews, Washington, St. Louis, Southampton, LSE and UCL.
y It will be immediately aparent that this is a working draft and still in very rough form,
please treat accordingly. Updated version to follow asap.
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global a¢ liation assumption is relaxed and it holds with even more force once
the symmetry assumption is abandoned1 .
The paper makes a number of methodological points. It relaxes, to a degree,
two2 of the key assumptions adopted by Milgrom and Weber, speci…cally the
global a¢ liation and symmetry ones.
These assumptions both play a dual role in the literature. On the one hand,
they are useful technical assumptions in that they make it much easier to characterise equilibria. On the other hand, they are also very substantive economic
assumptions which have strong implications on the sign of some important effects. Symmetry makes the equilibrium allocation an invariant with respect
to both auction form and to information disclosure and consequently it opens
the door for revenue equivalence and revenue ranking results. A¢ liation implies that information disclosure substitutes for bidders private information and
thereby erodes their informational rents and enhances seller revenue (when the
allocation is invariant). Much of our strategy is this paper is to relax these
assumptions in a way which maintains their "technical" role but liberates the
economic discussion somewhat.
We also make some reasonably practical suggestions about what sort of information should be disclosed by sellers, given the opportunity for choice in the
matter and assuming the necessary data exists. As a rule of thumb we suggest calculating two statistics. One represents how much relevant information
sellers have about the object in aggregate and the other how much information bidders have about each others signals. These two quantities impact on
revenue in opposite directions and the disclosure decision is informed by how
the conditional statistics compare with their marginal equivalents. What do
we mean by relevant information? Decisions are made on the basis of calculations at the margin and what will be important is information at the relevant
margin. Consider a second price auction, in the equilibrium each bidder will
’stay in’the auction up to the point at which they are indi¤erent whether their
last competitor exits immediately or not. With independent private values, this
calculation just requires exiting at ones value, bit more generally other bidders’
behaviour will re‡ect their own signals which are pertinent to this calculation. If
one’s competitors do not react to their own signals, then their behaviour carries
no information about one’s own value, no matter how informative their signals
might be. On the other hand, if competitors react sharply to their signals at
the relevant point, then their behaviour will be informative. There is a gearing
e¤ ect. How sharply a bidder’s expected value of the object responds to her
own signal is a measure of the informativeness of that signal for the value.3
1 These

assertions are not especially controversial and some examples which …t in with the
scheme of this paper have already appeared in the literature - not least by Milgrom (2004)
and Milfrom and Weber (1982b).
2 The third is that bidder private information is scalar valued. This tends to make information disclosure e¢ ciency enhancing in natural speci…cations (i.e. those satisfying Maskin’s
criterion). Cionsequently, revenue and bidder surpluses sum to a constant. Not necessarily so
with multivariate signals.
3 This is not invarian to how signals are measured, but the statement makes sense if we
…rst scale signals to have a common marginal distribution.
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By, analogy, how sharply the bidder’s quit-evaluation of the object varies with
her signal is a measure of how informative her signal is about her value in the
equilibrium. We need to form a composition of all the signal informativeness
and gearing e¤ects and aggregate accross bidders.
It is perhaps worth stressing that we propose to identify three conceptually
di¤erent items - the informativeness of bidder signals about values, the gearing
e¤ects on that information and the information bidder signals provide about
each other. If the second price auction is a guide, the …rst of these two items
will impact on revenue only through their composition. The third is distinct.
Since bidder signals can be measured arbitrarily, then it must be captured by
the shape of the copula of the joint distribution of bidder signals.
This is a di¤erent way of slicing the pie than in much of the existing literature
on information disclosure. The revenue in an auction will be a function of the
bidder signals and the statistic T (X) of other information which is disclosed, we
are currently comparing T = X with T 0 = ?; call this R(S; T ): If all auctions
under all disclosure policies T have the same allocation,
in terms of bidder signals
P
then we can decompose this into E[R(S; T )] = i E[R(S; T ) R(S; T 0 )jbidder
i wins];that is the di¤erence between bidder surpluses conditional on a statistic
of S: Hence, revenue is determined by the E[Bi (S; T ) Bi (S; T 0 )jS]. When
the identity of the winning bidder depends on X; this is not possible even for
common value auctions.
1.0.1

Symmetry

The symmetry assumption, as remarked above, ensures that the equilibria are
invariant to the form of auction4 . This invariance is convenient of course but
also central to a good deal of the beautiful classical results of auction theory
through the implications
symmetry
)
assumptions a

invariance of allocation
to auction form

)
b

revenue ranking
results.

Milgrom and Weber’s symmetry assumptions achieve a but are stronger than
is required. Symmetry makes it easy to guess what equilibrium allocations
will be and e¤ectively reduces the dimensionality of the system of di¤erential
equations which one uses to characterise bidding strategies and, of course, once
we have found one we have found them all5 . The revenue equivalence and
revenue ranking results as is well understood, derive more or less directly from
the auctions being compared having the same allocation. The above schema
oversimpli…es the situation particularly with regard to the role of monotonicity
4 At least within an interesting class of mechanisms which include most familiar standard
auctions. If a game is symmetric among players, then the set of equilibria must also be
symmetric. This does not necessarily mean that any particular equilibrium must be symmetric.
5 Vickrey (1961) was the …rst author to study asymmetric auctions. He solved for a particuar private value …rst price auction to show that the allocation need not be e¢ cient. This
exercise was important in order to illustrate his general point, that what we now call Vickrey
auctions are more e¢ cient in such environments.
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in implications a and b but it remains true that if we could abandon or relax the
symmetry assumption while retaining the invariance property, then one could
hope to bring standard methods to bear on the implication b:
Symmetry and invariance are su¢ ciently closely related concepts that we
cannot entirely dispense with one without the other6 . However, one would
like to identify precisely the symmetry we need for the invariance we want, for
example
symmetry
invariances of allocation
()
assumptions a0 to auction form.
Milgrom and Weber’s symmetry assumptions also achieve another two invariances which are important in deriving comparative statics results:
symmetry
revenue ranking
invariance of allocation
)
)
assumptions c to information disclosure policy T X = x d results.
Speci…cally, there exist a set of bidder signals S which determine the allocation
of the object independently of what other information T (X) is disclosed, the
allocation is invariant to x: This information disclosure invariance is di¤erent
from the auction mechanism invariance, one can have mechanism invariance
without disclosure invariance and vice versa but it plays a similar role in the
derivation of qualitative revenue e¤ects.
A possible line of attack for extending Milgrom and Weber (1982a) therefore is to relax the symmetry assumptions in a way which maintains tractability.
There are already important papers which e¤ectively do this, speci…cally Milgrom and Weber (1982b) (MWb) study a two bidder common value model in
which one of the bidders has private information pertinent to the value of the
object but the other bidder is completely uninformed. In the equilibrium of a
…rst price auction the uninformed bidder plays a mixed strategy which turns
out to have the same distribution as the informed bidder’s equilibrium bid distribution. Evidently, there is a symmetry in the joint distribution of bids even
though the models is not fully symmetric. It must be because the model is quasi
symmetric in some way.
Together, MWa and MWb Milgrom and Weber abstract some useful concepts
with which to understand information disclosure.
First, there is the distinction between information substitutes and complements. MWa make the important point that, their symmetry and a¢ liation
assumptions de…ne an environment of information substitutes because revenue
is increased bysuch disclosure. It is left somewhat implicit how to construct
information complements in minimal departures from their general symmetric
model without violating the assumptions needed to characterise the equilibria
in the …rst place. Constructing such departures is not hard to do given the
machinery already provided in MWa and we give some examples below. We
propose to maintain the information complements and substitutes terminology
but will use it slightly di¤erenty. First, we distinguish the uses to which the
6 [symmetry is] ... "invariance of a con…guration of elements under a group of automorphic
transformations" (Weyl, 1952)
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information is being put. In an auction, there are essentially two uses for information, to learn about ones value and to learn the private information of ones
opponents. Bidders use their private signals to do so and make informational
rents as a result. The quality of these two types of information might impact
on revenues in di¤erent ways and information disclosed might be substitute for
one sort but be a complement to the other. Second, MWb and Milgrom (2004)
introduce an interesting distinction between the "weighting" and "publicity"
e¤ects. Roughly, the weighting e¤ect measures the impact on the revenue (or
bidder surplus) of changing the sensitivity of bidders value estimates to their
signals. It depends, therefore, on some sort of measure of how informative
bidders signals are about the value of the object. The publicity e¤ect is the
residual. The decomposition of the overall revenue e¤ect into weighting and
publicity e¤ects is possible in MWb because given only one bidder is informed
it is natural to measure the sensitivity of the expected value of the object to
bidder signals simply as the sensitivity to the informed bidder’s signal, but this
@
E[Ui jS = s; X = x] = 0; then
is clearly very special limiting case. In MWa, if @x
@
E[U
jS
=
s;
X
=
x]
is
independent
of
x;
for
each
bidder i; then one might
i
@si
say that there is no weighting e¤ect. This condition also implies that there are
no revenue e¤ects of disclosure in a second price auction and consequently, the
publicity e¤ect is de…ned to be zero (Milgrom (2004)). On the other hand, if the
information disclosure does not change the quality of information bidders have
about each others’ signals, then one can also show that there are no revenue
@
E[Ui jS = s; X = x] > 0: We give
e¤ects in a second price auction, even if @x
an exampe below (oil prices) to illustrate. In our second job market example
below, disclosure of information makes one bidder’s value estimate more sensitive to her signal and the other’s less sensitive. How should we aggregate? It
would therefore be very desirable to rehearse these concepts in a general class of
models which included MWa and MWb as special cases. This is hard. However,
it will still be interesting to do so in a class of models less polarised than MWa
and MWb and we attempt this in the sequel.
It will be helpful to discuss the distinction in light of our proposed interpretation of MNWb as a quasisymmetric model. The uninformed bidder’s strategy can, of course, be interpreted as a map from a privately observed random signal distributed independently from the other random variables in the
model conditional on public information. Since signals can be measured arbitrarily this random signal can moreover be taken without loss of generality to
have the same distribution as the informed bidder’s signal. Speci…cally, if the
informed bidder has signal S1 with conditional cdf FS1 jX (sjx); then we construct another conditionally independent random variable S2 with the same cdf
FS2 jX (sjx) = FS1 jX (sjx). Given conditional independence, the joint distribution of bidder signals is then symmetric both with and without disclosure of
information. Assuming common values layers more symmetry on top of this
and the assumptions together make the model tractable. This construct allows
us to interpret MWb’s results in a somewhat di¤erent way, more akin to what
follows and in line with the discussion of gearing above.
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Given our construct for the signal of the uninformed bidder, the allocation is
invariant to which signal X = x is disclosed, as in MWa. This implies that the
gearing e¤ect is constant accross di¤erent realisations of X: On the other hand,
if there is no disclosure, there will be a di¤erent gearing e¤ect. It seems strange
to assert that there can be such gearing e¤ects in such a model - one bidder is
completely uninformed in a …rst price auction so it seems there is nothing to
gear up or down. The model is clearly a limiting case however. Suppose an
ascending auction is conducted instead. As the price increases, the uninformed
bidder will revise her expected value of the object and how quickly depends on
how sensitive the informed bidder’s value is to his signal. So, gearing makes
sense for ascending auctions. Moreover, under the assumptions, a version of the
revenue equivalence theorem holds. The …rst price auction is revenue equivalent
to an ascending auction which attains the same allocation.7
To date there has been much more discussion of monotonicity in auctions
and other games (Athey (2001?), McAdam (2004), Reny (2004) than symmetry.
Systematically investiating the symmetries required to achieve the invariances
that we can utilise in economic models would also seem to be an important
project for further study of auctions and othe Bayesian games.

1.1

Monotonicity

Recall, MWa assume that there is a vector of a¢ liated random variables (S; X) =
(S1 ; :::; Sn ; X1 ; :::; Xm ). Si is the private signal of bidder i; i = 1; :::; n and the
X variables are other pieces of information which may impact on bidder valuations of the objects. Bidder utilities (U1 ; :::; Un ) are assumed to be nondecreasing functions of (S; X): These assumptions imply, if information X = x
is disclosed before the auction, …rst that each bidder i’s conditional expected
utility E[Ui jS = s; X = x] is nondecreasing in s; and second; the conditional
joint distribution of bidder signals, [SjX = x]; is a¢ liated in S for each possible realisation x of X. We call this conditional a¢ liation. Similarly, if the X
variables are not disclosed prior to the auction, then each bidder i’s conditional
expected utility E[Ui jS = s] is nondecreasing in s; and the marginal joint distribution of bidder signals, S; is a¢ liated. We call this marginal a¢ liation. In
other words, global a¢ liation implies both conditional and marginal a¢ liation
but is stronger than these two assumptions taken separately. Conditional and
marginal a¢ liation are what is required in order to characterise equilibria with
and without disclosure of X. The main di¢ culty in extending MWa in this
way is to establish consistency of the conditions. One can see the nature of the
7A

cash on the nail auction achieves this.
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problem by inspecting the following identity8
@ 2 ln fS (s)
@si @sj

@ 2 ln fSjX (SjX)
jS = s]
@si @sj
@ ln fSjX (SjX) @ ln fSjX (SjX)
= Cov[
;
jS = s]
@si
@sj
@ ln fXjS (Xjs) @ ln fSjX (Xjs)
;
jS = s]
= Cov[
@si
@sj

E[

In words, the cross partial log derivative(s) of the marginal density fS (s) is equal
to the sum of the conditional expectation of the corresponding cross partials of
the conditional density and the conditional covariance of likelihood ratios: One
can think very informally of the left hand side of this equation as measuring the
di¤erence between how informative signals are about each other without disclo2
ln fS (s)
sure and with disclosure of X = x (If @ @s
= 0; then bidder signals are indei @sj
@ 2 ln f

(SjX)

SjX
pendent, if
= 0 then they are conditionally independent). Global
@si @sj
a¢ liation implies that this quantity is always positive. Our discussion suggests
that it will be interesting to explore models where it is negative but this creates
a tension with ensuring S is a¢ liated. Another identity illustrates an important
decomposition of the sensitivity of conditional expectations, @E[U@sjS=s] measures
the sensitivity of the expectation of U conditional on S = s to s; @E[U jS=s;X=x]
@s
measures the sensitivity when the expectation is also conditioned on X = x.
The decomposition which follows directly from the law of iterated expectations
is

@E[U jS = s]
@si

E[

@ ln fXjS (Xjs)
@E[U jS; X]
jS = s] = Cov(U;
jS = s):
@si
@si

(1)

The left hand side of this equation is evidently a measure of the di¤erential sensitivity of the the expected value to bidder signals without and with disclosure.
If E[U jS = s; X = x] is increasing in x and X and S are a¢ liated then the
quantity is positive. Suppose that S = (S1 ; S2 ) the signals of two bidders in
a second price auction and U is the utility of the object to bidder i, and that
MWa symmetry assumption hold, then if the covariance is always positive the
expected revenue in such an auction is increased by disclosure of X 9 : We brie‡y
@ 2 ln fSjX (SjX)
> 0 and @E[U@sjS;X] > 0 so that
summarise. For regularity we want
@si @sj
auctions following disclosure of X satisfy the required regularity conditions and
2
jS]
ln fS (S)
> 0 and @E[U
> 0 so that they hold without disclosure
we want @ @s
@s
i @sj
@ ln f

(Xjs)

XjS
and, for revenue to be decreased we want Cov(U;
jS = s) < 0: We
@si
look for interesting speci…cations satisfying these inequalities.

8 Consider the formula heuristic, dealing with a¢ liation more generally, and precisely, without the use of the di¤erentiability assumptions implicit in this formula are now familiar.
9 Again the discussion is heuristic, one can easily generalise to more than two bidders at the
cost of more notation. The revenue result is from MWa although the covariance representation
may be new.
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The following sections gives three di¤erent classes of examples. The …rst
class consists of cases within the general symmetric environment of Milgrom
and Weber but in which the global a¢ liation assumption does not hold but
for which we can establish that both the conditional and marginal a¢ liation
conditions do hold. This means that we can characterise equilibria a la Milgrom
and Weber and we can carry out revenue comparisons. The examples show that
there are tractable and natural cases in which seller-disclosed is complementary
to bidder information and which (therefore) enhances bidder information rents
and decreases expected revenue. This is not the whole story however, indeed
it is probably less than half the whole story. The next class abandons the
general symmetry condition but is designed to satisfy the weaker assumption of
quasisymmetry once we make special assumptions on the component densities.
As we pointed out above, this assumption is designed to …x the allocation and
thereby facilitate characterisation of equilibria. The remaining class of examples
contains a case where we do not impose quasisymmetry. This example has some
counterintuitive features: for instance in a …rst price auction, the "less well
informed" bidder bids more aggressively than the better informed bidder in the
sense of …rst order stochastic dominance but both win the auction with equal
probability, whereas in a cash on the nail second price auction both bidders
have the same distribution of bids but Section 1.2 of this introduction presents
another example in which the symmetry assumption is dropped (or rather, as
we shall argue later, relaxed). In this example there is a well informed bidder
and a poorly informed bidder

2
2.1

Examples
Symmetric Environments

The …rst example is a standard one which …ts within the Milgrom Weber’
(1982a) framework.
Milgrom Weber
Si
X

= V + "i
= V +

This next example is somewhat extreme but it makes the point that information
disclosure can be bad for revenue in a particularly clear way. In this example
the private signals of the bidders are ancillary to the value of the object - they
provide no information by themselves, but do provide information when used in
conjunction with information which may be disclosed by the seller.
The Job Market A student, is going on the job market and competing economics departments will make cash salary o¤ers for her services. Her advisor,
who may choose to exaggerate the student’s qualities, is known personally to
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the institutions to which the student is applying. Will the circulation of identical letters of reference written by the adviser improve the students expected
salary o¤er? Here is one representation of the situation, the various institutions
have private information stemming from their experience of the student’s advisor, represents how much the advisor exaggerates the qualities of his students
and Si are the impressions that the various institutions have received about
this quantity measured so that higher signals are good news for student quality. We suppose for simplicity that there is no private-information content to
the students job market papers and transcript - everyone knows how to read
these the same way. The private information of the bidders for the student’s
services is represented as a noisy measure of how little the advisor exaggerates,
Si =
+ "i ; i = 1; :::; n. Suppose, if written, the letters’ message X can
be measured by the sum of the student’s quality V plus the advisor’s habitual
degree of exaggeration, ; so X = V + : Suppose that no letters are sent, then
the competing departments have no useful private information - all they can do
is estimate how much the advisor would have exaggerated if she had written a
letter. Therefore, with no letters, the departments are e¤ectively in a Bertrand
bidding war for a student of average, i.e. expected, quality. The departments
dissipate any surplus through competition, get no informational rents and bequeath all the expected surplus to the student. On the other hand, if the letters
are sent, then the departments do have private information and will receive
informational rents at the expense of the student. In terms of the Milgrom
Weber assumptions, note that E[V jS = s; X = x] = E[V jV + " x = s x]:
Each Si and X are negatively correlated and therefore not a¢ liated. However
conditional and unconditionally on X, S is a¢ liated.
Si
X

=
+ "i
= V + :

The Vineyard Sale A vineyard is of quality V; which we take to be its
common value to the bidders. V depends on a combination of the soil quality and
prevailing weather patterns. The vineyard produces a harvest in the current year
and bidders each measure the quality of the current crop by testing the sugar
content of the grapes with error. The farmer collected statistics on rainfall and
sunshine over the year of the harvest, should he release these to the bidders?10
Bidder i’s signal Si equals the quality of the present harvest, made up of the
vineyard quality V plus contribution of the current year’s weather measured
with error "i , i = 1; :::; n: The farmer’s weather measurements are summarised
as X = :
Si
X

= V +
=
:

+ "i

1 0 Alternatively, the bidders each privately measure the sugar content of their individual
grape samples using an instrument borrowed from the seller. The instrument may be biased,
should the seller have it recalibrated publicly?:This is essentially a restatement of the previous
paragraph in di¤erent language Si = V + "i ; "i N ( ; ); i = 1; :::; n; X = + .
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The global a¢ liation assumption does not hold in this example, to see this
consider the conditional expectation E[V jS = s; X = x] = E[V jS X = s x]
which is evidently decreasing in x if it is increasing in s: What about the other
regularity assumptions? Are E[V jS = s] and E[V jS = s; X = x] increasing in
s and are S and [SjX = x] a¢ liated? If the noise terms "i all have logconcave
densities, then [S; V jX = x] is a¢ liated and also S is a¢ liated The …rst of these
implies that [SjX = x] is a¢ liated and E[V jS = s; X = x] is increasing in s and
therefore decreasing in x: However, S and X need not be jointly a¢ liated, but
this will follow if V in addition to the "i ’s has a logconcave density. Referring to
@
(1) one sees the potential problem, under the assumptions, so far @s
E[V jS = s]
is shown to be the sum of a positive and negative term so we need some condition
to imply that the sum is positive. The appropriate condition is easily furnished
however, supposing that X in addition to the "i ’s has a logconcave density then
S and V are jointly a¢ liated and hence E[V jS = s] is increasing. To summarise,
if the "i ’s are iid and together with X have logconcave densities, then all Milgrom
and Weber’s regularity conditions hold both conditionally on X being disclosed
and if X is not disclosed. If, in addition V has a logconcave density, then the
proofs runs along standard lines to show that disclosure of X is bad for revenue.
We have elaborated at some length on the requisite assumptions in this example
because thereR is a methodological point to be made. It was crucial to show that
fV;S (v; s) = fV;S;X (v; s; x)dx is a¢ liated when fV;S;X (v; s; x) is not a¢ liated.
We pursue this in more detail in a later section but it may be helpful to set out
the simple proof for this case. We have
Z Y
fV;S (v; s) =
f"i (si x v)fV (v)fX (x)dx
i

and the "problem" is that the f"i (si x v) are not a¢ liated in si ; x; v whatever
assumptions we make on f"i : After a change of variables z = x + v we have
Z Y
fV;S (v; s) =
f"i (si z)fV (v)fX (z v)dz
i

Q

under the assumptions i f"i (si z)fV (v)fX (z v) is a¢ liated in (s; v; z) and
the conclusion follows from the standard theorem of a¢ liation being preserved
under marginalisation.

Oil Prices This is an example in which E[V jS = s; X = x] is increasing
in x but in which there is no e¤ect on revenue in a second price auction. As
oilmen, bidders for an OCS tract, pride themselves in being able to estimate
the productivity of an oil…eld, but they do not pretend to be able to predict the
future path of oil prices. However, they nevertheless consider the future price
of oil to be very relevant to the value of the tract. We might represent this as
follows, the private information arises from a noisy measure of the amount of
oil in the tract. The value of the tract will depend on the amount of oil, its
(random) price P and the unit cost of extraction c which we assume known. X
is a public pronouncement on the price of oil. Disclosure of this information s
10

not e¤ect the expected revenue in second price auction but will do so in a …rst
price auction. The reason is that disclosure of this information does not impact
on the quality of information that bidders have about each others signals and
therefore does not a¤ect information rents or expected revenue.
Si
V
X

= Q + "i ; i = 1; :::; n
= P Q cQ; P > c
= P+ :

We can show, under standard regularity conditions, that the impact of disclosure of X in each of the above examples impacts on revenues in di¤erent
ways. The …rst example is the only one in which disclosure is good for the
seller. This example …ts in with Milgrom and Weber’s framework providing we
make the obvious appropriate assumption on the random variables.11

2.2

Quasisymmetric Environments

Wilson’s Drainage Tract Model We discussed this class of models above.
V is the value of the drainage tract, bidder 1 is the neighbour who observes the
informative signal S1 and bidder 2 observes noise, under the usual assumptions,
revenue will be increased by disclosure
S1
S2
X

= V +"
=
= V + :

Espionage I In this example, bidder 1 is better informed than bidder 2. Bidder 1’s signal is a noisy observation of the value of the object, bidder 2 observes
a noisy version of bidder 1’s signal, one can think of this as an espionage model
where an uninformed bidder is known to have stolen some market information
from the informed bidder
S1
S2
X

= V +"
= S1 +
=
+ :

Suppose "; and all have logconcave densities, then S is a¢ liated both marginally and conditionally on X = x. (S1 ; V; X) is a¢ liated but minus S2 and X
are a¢ liated: X and S2 might be thought of as informational complementsfor
bidder 2 in the sense that disclosure enables this bidder to interpret her own
signal better. In the job market example disclosure of complementary information was bad for revenue. In this example however, there is clearly another more
important force at work. It is tempting to think in the following terms: without
1 1 Note

in this case how informative signals are about the value depends on X:
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disclosure of X; the ’informational playing …eld’ is not level and disclosure of
X levels the …eld. When X is disclosed, then both bidders know more about
each others private information and in the limit as 2 ! 0 neither has private
information. Bidding game e¤ectively becomes Bertrand competition in which
neither achieves any rents. Note that E[V jS1 ; S2 ; X] = E[V jS1 ; X] = E[V jS1 ]
is increasing in S1 but independent of X; in MWa this condition eliminates any
revenue e¤ects. In MWb, i.e. if S2 = again there will similarly be no revenue
e¤ects. The example is not covered by the analysis in MWb however for two
reasons. First, the bidder signals are not independent and second, the allocation
will not be invariant to information disclosure.
Espionage II Suppose now that instead of the above, after the espionage has
taken place, the seller also releases a garbled version of the informed bidders
signal, we substitute X = S1 + :
S1
S2
X

= V +"
= S1 +
= S1 + :

S1 is su¢ cient for the value so, as before, there is no weighting e¤ect as de…ned
by MWb. In MWb, the publicity e¤ect is always positive, but this is a di¤erent
model so it isn’t clear that the e¤ect here will be positive.We argue as follows,
since S1 and X are independent there is no gearing e¤ect either12 ,13 . This
implies that the allocation is invariant to X = x and that bidder surpluses are
invariant to X = x: We propose therefore to consider the amount of information
the bidders’signals convey about each other. This suggests a di¤erent conclusion
than we would arrive at by falsly exprapolating from MWb that there is only
a positive publicity e¤ect at work. Suppose for instance that we measure S1
to be unit normal and that the and are also normal noise terms. The
joint distribution of signals is joint normal and the copula is determined
by
p
3
whereas
the correlation coe¢ cient. The correlation
between
S
and
S
is
2=
1
2
p
conditional on X the correlation is 2= 5- bidders have less information about
each other after disclosure and therefore more privacy of information. This
e¤ect increases informational rents and reduces revenue. It is interesting to ask
how publication of X a¤ects the distribution of surplus between the bidders.
A natural intuition is that publishing X diminishes bidder 1’s informational
advantage and so shifts the surplus towards bidder 2, in the limit as X becomes
more accurate about bidder 2’s signal the information advantage is completely
eroded. This is the wrong intuition. S1 is more informative for x than S2
and the three variables are a¢ liated under the usual logconcavity assumptions.
1 2 Consider

the conditional variance var(E[V jS1 ; X = x] jX = x) , by independence this
equals var(E[V jS1 ] ):
13

This can be generalised as follows. The proof is an application of Basu’s theorem. Suppose
T (S) is a boundedly complete su¢ cient statistic for estimating the value. If X is ancillary to
the value, then there are no weighting or gearing e¤ects.
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These conditions together with quasisymmetry of the auction imply that the
allocation shifts towards bidder 2 as x increases14 . That is, we can show that
if bidder 2 wins at the realisation (s1 ; s2 ; x), they also win at the allocation
(s1 ; s2 ; x): Since E[V jX = x] is increasing one establihes a positive covariance
EE[[V Pr[2 wins]jX] which is the result 15 . Now to test the previously o¤ered
intuition, consider the case
S1
S2
X

= V +"
= S1 + +
= S1 + + ;

before and after disclosure the situation is as before, just di¤erent noise terms.
But the transition is di¤erent if is a large source of the noise for bidder 2: This
will make S2 more informative for X than is S1 : Hence the result is reversed
and disclosure shifts the surplus towards bidder 1.
Job market II Here is a di¤erent version of the job market example. There
are two hiring departments, in department 1 the chair of the hiring committee
is an experienced professor who knows the candidate’s adviser well. However,
he is a busy man, works in a di¤erent …eld and does not have time to read
the candidates papers. In department 2, the chair of the recruiting committee
is less experienced, she knows nothing about the candidate’s advisor but does
work in the candidate’s …eld and has more time to read the papers. Should the
letters be sent? Here is a representation of the situation, suppose for neatness
that "1 ; "2 are iid noise variables
S1
S2
X

=
+ "1
= V + "2
= V + :

Without disclosure of the letter S1 has no relevant information whatsoever
whereas bidder 2 clearly does. The informational playing …eld is therefore distinctly uneven. It is interesting to break the impact of disclosing the letter into
2 parts. Call the above scenario without disclosure of X; A; and with disclosure
of X; C: The intermediate scenario, C gives the bidders signals
S10
S2

= V + "1
= V + "2

(where S10 = S1 X) but without disclosure of X. One moves to C from either
A or B by disclosing X: The shift from A to B evidently moves from an unlevel
informational playing …eld to a level one. The shift from B to C; supposing the
densities are logconcave, is obtained by disclosure of an informational substitute
1 4 This

is Lehmann (1988)’s informativeness criterion.
as a proposition?

1 5 State
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in a MWa world of symmetry and global a¢ liation and therefore increases expected revenue. Evidently, we are hinting at an intuition that this disclosure will
be good for revenue. This would be an incorrect intuition however, the "levelling
the playing …eld" terminology is largely a red herring. The shift from A to B is
one from independent signals to correlated signals and this part of the equation
is bad for revenue. Speci…cally, assuming independence and unit variances for
all the component random variables we can show that disclosure leads to lower
revenue in, for instance, …rst price and cash on the nail auctions16 ,17 ,18 . Note
that both with disclosure and without disclosure, we are in quasisymmetric environments. Speci…cally, the allocation with disclosure is independent of X = x
implying that the sum of bidder surplusses is independent of x: Hence, expected
revenue conditional on X is equal to A(X) = E[V jX] minus a constant.
2.2.1

A Classi…cation of the Models.

Here we give our proposed regression based approach to a classi…cation of the
models. Suppose that we can sampe the random variables and run regressions,
the following …gure illustrates how we propose to present the data.
-NB the figure is wrong - espionage II is wrong, maybe others.-

2.3

Examples: Non-Symmetric Environments II

This section presents some more examples in which the Milgrom Weber symmetry assumption is relaxed, this time in a more profound way. First, we discuss
a quasisymmetric example of the same sort of disclosure.
Suppose there are two statistics, T1 is informative about the value of the
object, speci…cally, let V = T1 . T2 is not informative about the value of the
object. The signals are independent and have the same distribution. Bidder 1
observes the signal T1 if event X = 1 occurs and signal T2 if event X = 0 occurs,
similarly bidder 2 observes the signal T2 if X = 1 and T1 if X = 0: X takes
the values 0 and 1 each with probability half. The situation is quasisymmetric
with and without disclosure and MW regularity obtains since the joint marginal
distribution of signals is independent and E[U1 jS1 ; S2 ] = 0:5S1 + 0:5S2 : There
are no revenue e¤ects of disclosure in this case.
We will consider a similar situation in which the two signals have the same
supports but not necessarily the same marginal distributions and are no longer
independent. This case will be one in which the allocation of the object generally
varies both with the disclosure policy and with the format of auction. However,
1 6 Cash on the nail auctions are Vickrey auctions in which there is a small cost attached to
having the funds available for immediate payment, e.g. the overnight interest rate. A cash
on the nail auction is therefore simply a re…nement of the Vickrey auction which is known to
have multiple equilibria (see Milgrom (1981)) in two bidder common value environments.
1 7 In this example revenue equivalence holds pre disclosure, post disclosure cash on the nail
auctions generate more revenue than …rst price. Direct calculation shows that disclosure is
bad for cash on the nail auctions, therefore it is bad for …rst price auctions.
1 8 But I didn’t keep the calculations - need to check this.
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there are still some symmetries left and we can use these to make the model
tractable.
Apart from addressing an example of this substantive question, and more
to the point we will construct an example designed to illustrate the general
symmetry properties of the joint distribution of bids in such auctions which will
form the basis of much of the subsequent analysis and which better explains the
principles underlying many of the other asymmetric examples.
The example has a number of very striking features some of which appear
nonsensical without a little re‡ection. For instance, in the …rst price auction,
one of the bidder’s can have a su¢ cient statistic for estimating the value of the
object but bid less aggressively than the other bidder by …rst order stochastic
dominance. The more aggressive bidder’s signal is ancillary19 . The example
therefore provides a fairly stark rebuttal to a common argument that information disclosure enhances revenue because it reduces the fear of the winners’curse
and encourages bidders to bid less conservatively. Also surprising is that the
aggressive and less aggressive bidders both win the auction with equal probability. In a cash on the nail auction20 or an all pay auction, the two bidders have
identical bid distributions in equilibrium, nevertheless one of the bidders wins
the object with a strictly higher probability. Again the less aggressive bidder,
this time in terms of win probability, can be the one with the su¢ cient statistic.
We begin with a joint distribution on the unit square which is constructed
to have the following symmetry: the conditional random variable [S1 jS1 S2 ]
has the same distribution as the conditional random variable [S2 jS2 S1 ];
Pr(S2

sjS2

S1 ) = Pr(S2

sjS2

S1 ) = s2 :

The joint density is
0 s1 s2
1
fS1 ;S2 (s1 ; s2 ) = 2 on s2 s1 2s2
0
2s2 s1 1
One can verify the marginal cdf’s are as follows
Pr(S1
Pr(S2

s) =

2s

s1 ) = s1

3 2
2 s2
s
2

1
2

on

0 s 0:5
0:5 s 1

S1 is uniform on [0; 1], S2 has a skewed kite shaped density. S2 …rst order
7
:
stochastically dominates S1 . Note that the mean of S1 is 21 and S2 is 12
Now we consider a …rst price auction in which bidders observe s as the signals
and the common value is given by v = aS1 + (2 a)S2 for 0 a 2: If a = 0;we
1 9 We mean that, the conditional distribution of the bidder’s signal F
Si jV (sjv) is independent
of v: In other words the random variables are independent. The term ancillary is normally
reserved for families of distributions determined, e.g. by some parameter. Similar comments
apply to our use of "su¢ cient statistic" but we will …nd the abuse of language useful.
2 0 A common expression for having to pay immediately on completion of the sale. "Nails"
were plinths on which samples of wheat were inspected prior to auction.
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say bidder 1’s information is ancillary and bidder 2’s is su¢ cient, and vice versa
when a = 2:
One can verify that an equilibrium for this game is that bidders simply bid
their own signals independently of the values of a; b. For bidder 1, conditional
on winning, the marginal distribution of signals is a triangular density with
distribution equal to the maximum of two iid U [0; 1] distributions. If their
information is ancillary, then onditional on winning the distribution of S1 and S2
is identical, the expected win value will just be twice the expected bid. Exactly
the same calculations work for bidder 2. Their expected bids and surpluses
are identical and independent of a; but one needs to divide by 1412 a to get the
shares of the total which are evidently increasing in a: Here, revenue share is
decreasing in a: Evidently, the revenue share is increasing in a; bidder 1’s share
is increasing and bidder 2’s share is decreasing. Bidder 2 gets no informational
rents when a = 2 when their information is ancillary. However bidder 1

Share of Surplus With Disclosure
Bidder 2 Ancillary
Bidder 1 Ancillary
CoN FP
CoN FP
18
20
23
9
Seller
Seller
28
28
24
24
2
15
4
Buyer 1 0
Buyer 1 24
28
24
4
8
5
5
Buyer 2 28
Buyer 2 24
28
24
Share of Surplus Without Disclosure
Bidder 1 Ancillary
Bidder 2 Ancillary
CoN FP
CoN FP
12
16
16
20
Seller
Seller
28
28
24
24
2
4
2
4
Buyer 1 28
Buyer 1 24
28
24
2
4
2
4
Buyer 2 24
Buyer 2 28
28
24

Probability of winning, Mean Bid
Bidder 2 Ancillary
Bidder 1 Ancillary
CoN
FP
CoN
FP
7
7
7
; 2 12 ;
; 73 12 ; 12
Buyer 1 12
Buyer 1 12
5
5
Buyer 2 12
; 2 12 ;
Buyer 2 12
; 73 12 ; 12

7
12
1
2

In this example, disclosure is always good for revenue for cash on the nail
auctions, but not for …rst price auctions. Presumably, this re‡ects a di¤erential
sensitivity of the cash on the nail auction to asymmetries. ...
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3

Symmetry without Global A¢ liation

3.1

The Model

We will express the model somewhat di¤erently from Milgrom Weber but it is
essentially the same setup. The reason for the departure is that it is crucial to
separate out bidders’ inference problem from the speci…cation of their preferences. Milgrom and Weber make assumptions which mean that inferences and
tastes always pull in the same direction but the purpose of the present exercise
is to relax this feature.
De…nition 1 (Regularity) We will say that the triple (U; S; X) is MWa regular if the following three conditions hold.
Monotonicity E[Ui jS = s; X = x] is nondecreasing in s for each x 2 X :
Conditional A¢ liation [SjX = x] is a¢ liated for each x 2 X
Marginal A¢ liation S is a¢ liated.
Proposition 2 (MW) If (i) (S; X) is a¢ liated (global a¢ liation), (ii) Ui =
ui (S; X); for some nondecreasing functions ui ; i = 1; :::; n; then (U; S; X) satis…es MW regularity.
Proof. See Milgrom and Weber (1982)

3.2

4

An A¢ liation Lemma

Asymmetric Common Value Auctions

We assume that the environment is one of pure common values, secondly that
there are only two bidders.

4.1

Standard Linear Auctions

A general class of auction forms, which we shall utilise for the analysis, are
those in which the object is allocated to the highest bidder and the payments
made by the winning and losing bidders are linear functions of both bids. De…ne
therefore, wl is the fraction of the losers bid that the winner pays, ww is the
fraction of the winner’s bid that the winner pays, lw is the fraction of the
winner’s bid that the loser pays and ll is the fraction of the loser’s bid that
the loser pays. Similarly for bidder 2. We assume for the time being that the
bidders are treated anonymously by the auction form21 .
2 1 See

Bulow and Klemperer (1999) for an application which dispenses with this assumption.
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Second price auction The second-price auction allocates the object to the
highest bidder with probability one. Payments are zero for the underbidder and
the lower bid for the highest bidder. In this framework, the auction is equivalent
to an ascending bid (English) open outcry auction.
ww

wl

lw

ll

0 1
0 0

=

Milgrom (1981) pointed out that in the common value environment, second
price auctions have multiple equilibria. We shall refer to such auction forms
(with ( ww ; ll ) = (0; 0)) as singular.
Cash on the nail auction A cash on the nail22 auction is an English one
in which cash must be paid immediately. Bidders must therefore, we suppose,
withdraw the amount of their intended bid from their interest bearing deposit
account in order to participate. The few days interest lost is " times the sum
bid
ww

wl

lw

ll

" 1
0 "

= lim

"!0

5

Analysis

6

Symmetry and Invariance

6.1

:

Symmetry properties of bid distributions

Proposition 3 (general symmetry) (Symmetry of bid distribution). For nonsingular auctions the equilibrium bid distribution has the following symmetry
property. For all measurable sets B;
aww Pr[B1A 2 B; B1A

B2A ] + all Pr[B1A 2 B; B1A < B2A ] =

aww Pr[B2A 2 B; B2A

B1A ] + all Pr[B2A 2 B; B2A < B1A ]

Proof. Suppose for a given auction A; bidder equilibrium strategies are BiA =
A
b
bA
i (Si ), i = 1; 2: Bidder 1’s bid b1 = b1 (s1 ) therefore maximises
Z

fb2

b
b1 g

E[V jB2A = b2 ; S1 = s1 ]

b

ww b1

wl b2

Z

fb2 b
b1 g

(

fB2A jS1 (b2 js1 )db2

ll b1

+

lw b2 ) fB2A jS1 db2 :

2 2 A "nail" was a sort of plinth on which purchasers could spread a sample of corn for
inspection before purchase, hence the expression. It means one needs to supply the cash
immediately on purchase.
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Multiplying by the nonnegative factor fS1 (s1 ) maximisation of the above expression implies maximisation, expressed in unconditional probabilities, of
Z

fb2 b
b1 g

b

E[V jB2A = b2 ; S1 = s1 ]
Z

ww b1

wl b2

fB2A ;S1 (b2 ; s1 )db2

b +

ll b1

fb2 b
b1 g

lw b2

fB2A ;S1 (b2 ; s1 )db2 :

or upon expanding the conditional expectation, we maximise
Z Z

fb2 b
b1 g

vfV;B2 ;S1 (v; b1 ; s1 )dvdb2
Z
( wwbb1 +
fb2 b
b1 g
Z

wl b2 )fB2 ;S1 (b2 ; s1 )db2

b +

ll b1

fb2 b
b1 g

lw b2

fB2 ;B1 ;S1 (b2 ; s1 )db2 :

The following …rst order condition holds at b = b1 (s1 )
Z

vfV;B2 ;S1 (v; b; s1 )dv
Z
= ww

(

ww

+

wl

ll

lw )bfB2 ;S1 (b; s1 )

fB2 ;B1 ;S1 (b2 ; s1 )db2 +

ll

fb2 bg

Z

fB2 ;S1 (b2 ; s1 )db2 :

fb2 bg

Integrating over the event b1 (S1 ) = B1 = b now yields
Z

vfV;B2 ;B1 (v; b; b)dv
Z
= ww

(

ww

+

wl

ll

lw )b1 fB2 ;B1 (b; b)

fB2 ;B1 (b2 ; b)db2 +

fb2 b1 g

ll

Z

fB2 ;B1 (b2 ; b)db2 :

fb2 b1 g

For bidder 2, one obtains a similar equation. Observing that the left hand sides
of these equations are the same for both bidders, the right hand sides must also
be identical, this proves the proposition.
Remark 4 Note that the proof does not rely on the bidders signals being scalar.

6.2

The three types of auction

The general symmetry proposition allows us to classify linear auctions into three
types according to whether ww = ll 6= 0; ww 6= ll or ww = ll = 0:
The following propositions are corollaries of the general symmetry proposition
which highlight some economically relevant aspects of the symmetries of the
equilibrium bid distribution. There are a number of important consequences
of the assumed symmetry in the Milgrom Weber model. Firstly, all bidders
20

win with equal probability, they contribute an identical amount to the expected
revenue of the seller and the allocation of the object is invariant to the design of
the auction, at least within the class of "standard auctions". These consequences
of the symmetry assumption are important ones in the analysis of auctions, for
instance the standard proof of the revenue equivalence theorem and revenue
ranking results rely crucially on the fact that the allocation of the object is
invariant to the auction design among the class being compared. The following
propositions explores what remains of these invariance properties in the standard
linear auction set up with two bidders and common values.
Type I: Equal win probability If aww 6= all as in …rst price auctions and
wars of attrition, (3) implies on setting B = R that
Pr[B1

B2 ] = Pr[B2

B1 ];

each bidder wins with equal probability.
Proposition 5 For auctions within the type I class, bidder equilibrium win
1
probabilities are equal Pr[B1A = bA
B2A = bA
1 (S1 )
2 (S2 )] = 2 .
The allocation of the object is not generally invariant with respect to the
auction design.
aww awl
If det
= 0; as in a …rst price auction but not war of attrition,
all alw
then both bidders always contribute the same expected revenue.
Proof. The …rst sentence of the proposition has already been established. The
second sentence will be established in the example which follows below in which
the allocation of a …rst price auction is calculated, the allocation in this equilibrium is shown to be di¤erent from that of, for instance an all pay auction.
1
0
Auctions of the class A =
include …rst price auctions ( = 0) and
0
all pay auctions ( = 0:5) so the allocation does not remain constant as traverses the interval [0; 0:5]: This proves the statement if there is no discontinuity
at 0:5: Proof of this is omitted. To establish the equal revenue contribution
condition, note that the expected revenue contribution of bidder 1 is
E[(aww B1 + awl B2 )1fB1

B2 g] + E[(alw B2 + all B1 )1fB1 < B2 g];

similarly for bidder 2.
E[(aww B2 + awl B1 )1fB2

B1 g] + E[(alw B1 + all B2 )1fB2 < B1 g]:

The general symmetry condition evidently implies
aww E[B1 1fB1

B2 g] + all E[B1 1fB1 < B2 g] =
aww E[B2 1fB2 B1 g] + all E[B2 1fB2 < B1 g]
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hence, the di¤erence between the expected revenue contributions of the two
bidders can be written
awl E[B2 1fB1

B2 ]] + alw E[B2 1fB1 < B2 g]
awl E[B1 1fB2 B1 ]] + alw E[B1 1fB2 < B1 g]:

In matrix terms, we have shown that the revenue di¤erence can be written as
k 0 k 00 where for some k we have
E[B1 1fB1
E[B2 1fB2

B2 g] E[B1 1fB1 < B2 g]
B1 g] E[B2 1fB2 < B1 g]

aww
all

awl
alw

=

k
k

k0
k 00

:

Evidently, assuming k > 0; the revenue di¤erence vanishes if and only if the
"K" matrix is singular, hence at least one of the matrices on the left hand side
must also be singular. Note if awl = alw = a then the di¤erence in revenue
contributions becomes
ER1

ER2 = a(EB2

EB1 )

when a > 0 this means that the bidder with the smaller expected bid contributes
more to revenue than the one with the larger expected bid,
Corollary 6 In a
Type II: Equal bid distribution If aww = all 6= 0; as in all pay and
cash on the nail auctions then (3) implies
Pr[b1 2 B; b1

b2 ] + Pr[b1 2 B; b1 < b2 ] =
Pr[b2 2 B; b2

b1 ] + Pr[b2 2 B; b2 < b1 ]

i.e.
Pr[b1 2 B] = Pr[b2 2 B];
both bidders have the same distribution of bids. Assuming the bidding functions
are invertible, we can write this condition as
F1 (b1 1 (b)) = F2 (b2 1 (b));
hence
b1 1 (b2 (s)) = F1 1 (F2 (s)):
The upshot of this is that it …xes the allocation of the object in terms of the
marginal distributions of the bidders’signals independently on how those signals
are correlated with the value of the object and independently of the auction
forms satisfying ww = ll 6= 0: Such auctions are rendered relatively tractable.
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Proposition 7 For auctions within the type II class, the equilibrium bids B1A =
A
A
bA
1 (S1 ) and B2 = b2 (S2 ) have the same distribution.
The allocation of the object is an invariant with respect to the auction design.
If awl = alw ; as in an all pay auction but not cash on the nail auction then
both bidders always contribute the same expected revenue.
Proof. The …rst two sentences are established in the text preceding this proposition. The proof of the third follows the proof of proposition (?? previous).

One might imagine that in the case ww = ll 6= 0 where bid distributions
are equal that bidders will also have an equal probability of winning, that this
is not true is displayed in the example in section ??.
The equal contribution to revenue conditions can be generalised as follows.
Type III: Singular The remaining auction type with ww = ll = 0, the
general symmetry condition does not have any content, the equilibrium allocation is not determined and the auction game has multiple equilibria. We call
these singular auctions.

6.3

Special Distributions Quasi-Symmetry

We have seen in the last section that equilibria are naturally endowed with a high
degree of symmetry and invariance of allocation with respect to auction design.
It is not generally true however that the allocation is invariant to auction design
when we move, say, from a …rst price auction to an all pay one or to a cash on
the nail second price one. In this section we identify a class of distributions for
which the invariance of allocation property is extended.
The general symmetry proposition can be viewed as a condition determining
the distribution of the object: suppose the equilibrium bid of bidder 1 b1 (s1 ) in
an increasing invertible function of the signal and de…ne '(s2 ) = b1 1 (b2 (s2 )).
Evidently, the function ' determines the allocation, if s1 > '(s2 ) then bidder
1 wins the object and if s1 < '(s2 ) bidder 2 wins. The general symmetry
condition can be restated as follows: for any measurable T (= b1 1 (B))
aww Pr[S1 2 T ; S1

'A (S2 )] + all Pr[S1 2 T ; S1 < 'A (S2 )] =

aww Pr['A (S2 ) 2 T ; S1

'A (S2 )] + all Pr['A (S2 ) 2 T ; S1 > 'A (S2 )]:

Our task is to characterise conditions on the joint distribution of signals such
that the 'A so determined is independent of the design parameters of the auction
aww ; all . We already know what the allocation is when aww = all 6= 0; ' =
F1 1 F2 . Hence, we need for all aww ; all that
aww Pr[S1 2 T ; S1

F1 1 F2 (S2 )] + all Pr[S1 2 T ; S1 < F1 1 F2 (S2 )] =

aww Pr[S2 2 F1 1 F2 (T ); S1

F1 1 F2 (S2 )]+all Pr[S1 2 F1 1 F2 (T ); S1 < F1 1 F2 (S2 )]:
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or
aww Pr[F1 (S1 ) 2 T ; F1 (S1 ) F2 (S2 )] + all Pr[S1 2 T ; F1 (S1 ) < F2 (S2 )] =
aww Pr[F2 (S2 ) 2 T ; F1 (S1 ) F2 (S2 )] + all Pr[F2 (S2 ) 2 T ; F1 (S1 ) < F2 (S2 )]:
aww Pr[F1 (S1 ) 2 T ; F1 (S1 ) F2 (S2 )] + all Pr[S1 2 T ; F1 (S1 ) < F2 (S2 )] =
aww Pr[F2 (S2 ) 2 T ; F1 (S1 ) F2 (S2 )] + all Pr[F2 (S2 ) 2 T ; F1 (S1 ) < F2 (S2 )]:
which since, Pr[F2 (S2 ) 2 T ; F1 (S1 ) < F2 (S2 )] + Pr[F1 (S1 ) 2 T ; F1 (S1 )
F2 (S2 )] = Pr[F1 (S1 ) 2 T ] and similarly for bidder 2, and moreover since F1 (S1 )
and F2 (S2 ) both have identical (uniform) distributions, this is equivalent to
requiring
Pr[F1 (S1 ) 2 T ; F1 (S1 )

F2 (S2 )] = Pr[F2 (S2 ) 2 T ; F2 (S2 )

F1 (S1 )]:

(2)

(#) is therefore our required symmetry condition. The signals bidders receive
carry the same information after any invertible transformation, so the economically relevant aspects of the joint distribution of signals is fully described by
the copula
C(p1 ; p2 ) = PrfF1 (S1 ) p1 ; F2 (S2 ) p2 g

we have for p01 = p1 + dp1 > p1
C(p01 ; p2 )

C(p1 ; p2 ) = Prfp1 < F1 (S1 )

p01 ; F2 (S2 ) p2 g
@
C(p1 ; p2 )dp1 = C1 (p1 ; p2 )dp1
@p1

De…nition: we will say a joint distribution is quasisymmetric if it has a
symmetric copula
De…nition: we will say a joint distribution is locally quasisymmetric if it has
a copula which is asymmetric in a neighborhood of the ray (p1 ; p2 ) = (p; p);
0 p 1:
Proposition 8 If the allocation is invariant to auction form, the joint distribution of signals possesses a locally quasisymmetric copula.
Proof. This is the content of equation (#).
Proposition 9

1.

2. Any pair of independently distributed signals is quasisymmetric.
3. If (T1 ; T2 ) are joint normally distributed, then (S1 ; S2 ) = (f1 (T1 ); f2 (T2 ))
are quasisymmetric.
4. To be added ...
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6.4
6.4.1

Invariance Properties of Equilibria
Invariance of the allocation to the stochastic environment

Equation ?? means that the allocation of the object is determined entirely by the
marginal joint distribution of signals (s1 ; s2 ) the bidders receive and is invariant
to changes in the value of the object or even in how the signals relate to the
value.
Proposition 10 The equilibrium allocation of the object depends only on the
copula of the marginal joint distribution of signals. That is, if we measure bidder
signals so that the marginal distribution function of bidder signals is the copula,
then auction environments with the same copula will have the same equilibrium
allocation of the object in terms of the signals so measured.

6.5

Quasi-symmetric environments

Proposition 11 In any quasi-symmetric environment, all non singular auctions have the same allocation bidders have identically distributed bids.
Remark 12 Auctions in which the joint marginal distribution of signals can be
measured as joint normally distributed are quasi symmetric.
Proposition 13 In a quasisymmetric environment, the equilibrium bidding functions can be written in terms of standard normal signals as
Rx
'(t; t)H(t) (t)dt
b1 (x) = b2 (x) = 1
H(x)
where
(t)

=

H(x)

=

fs2 js1 (tjt)
Fs2 js1 (tjt))
ww Fs2 js1 (tjt) + ll (1
Z x
exp ( ww + wl
)
(t)dt :
lw
ll
1

This is essentially an adaptation of the formula for equilibrium …rst price equilibrium bidding strategies in Milgrom and Weber (1982a).
Note that we could
Proof. Standard calculation.
Some cases simplify relatively conveniently. For the cash on the nail auction,
H and (t) are not de…ned, so one needs to take limits to obtain what appears
to be the "standard" bidding strategy in normalised signals, (alternatively use
a more direct argument)
bCON
(x) = bCON
(x) = '(t; t):
1
2
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For the all pay auction,
bAP
1 (x)

=

bAP
2 (x)

=

Z

'(t; t)fs2 js1 (tjt)dt:

The other formulae are greatly simpli…ed if bidder signals can be measured
so that they have a joint normal distribution, for instance any independent
signal model. Given the variances of the signals have been normalised, the only
remaining parameter in the joint distribution is the correlation coe¢ cient of the
signals : In this case, for e.g. the …rst price auction,
Rx
'(t; t)dH(t)
b1 (x) = b2 (x) = 1
H(x)
Z
=
'(t; t)dH(tjx);
where H is the distribution function
H(t) = F

t

r

1

1
1+

1

and H(tjx) is the conditional distribution function given the "event" t

To be completed
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B

Quasisymmetry

The class of symmetric distributions which MW use is more restrictive than
required for our purposes. Denote bidder i’s value and signal as Ri = (Ui ; Si );
(U; S) = ((U1 ; S1 ); :::; (U1 ; Sn )) and let X be the vector of public information
which might or might not be disclosed.
De…nition 14 ((U; S); X) is a quasisymmetric environment if there exist conditional scales for bidder signals T = (T1 ; :::; Tn ) = (t1 (S1 ; X); :::; tn (Sn ; X))
such that for each x in the support of X; [(U; Y )jX = x] is …nitely exchangeable.
In other words, there exists a conditional joint distribution function which for
any permutation ( ) of bidder names (1,...,n) satis…es
F ((u1 ; t1 ); :::; (un ; tn )jx) = F ((u(1) ; t(1) ); :::; (u(n) ; t(n) )jx):
Proposition 15 ((U; S); X) is quasisymmetric i¤ there exists a representation
of the form
Z Y
n
F ( i (si ; x); ui jx; !)g(!; x)d!:
i=1

Proof. This is essentially an extension of de Finetti’s theorem to transformed
…nitely exchangeable random variables. ?? made the extension to …nitely exchangeable random variables - the generalisation requiring the existence of "negative probabilities" in the kernel g:
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B.1

Quasi Symmetric

There is an amount V of oil in tract for sale. There are two bidders, each with
similar drainage tracts, one North and one South of the …eld for sale. At the
time of the auction, the Northern bidder has taken 10 test drills the Southern
bidder has taken only 1, so the Northern bidder is better informed. The seller
herself has taken two tests, one close to the Northern border and one close to
the Southern border. Should the seller disclose the results of her Northern test
or her Southern one, or both, or neither? We might represent this in the obvious
notation as
SN = V + "N ; SS = V + "S
X N = V + N ; XS = V + S
("S ; "N ; S ; N ) N (0; ):
Where the covariance matrix of the error variables re‡ects the text above, for
instance we should have "N ; N more highly correlated than "N ; S and the
variance of "S larger than the variance of "N : The example raises a number
of issues, speci…cally whether having one bidder better informed than another
is bad for the seller and whether sellers might wish to ’level playing …elds’
by publishing information which is highly correlated with the informationally
favoured bidder? This is a very rich environment which we will return to in
detail later.
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Not ) This example is designed to highlight the information invariance asc

sumption implicit in Milgrom and Weber, the example departs from (global)
symmetry in a minimal way - mechanism invariance is preserved but information invariance does not hold. Bidder valuations each have private and common
value elements and bidder signals each equal the sum of two noisy measurements
of these respective elements. The information to be disclosed is a vector equal
to the vector of the bidder noisy measures of the common value element:
Si
Ui
Xi

= V + i + Vi + "i
= V + Vi
= V + i ; X = (X1 ; :::; Xn ):

Suppose all the component random variables V; i ; Vi ; "i are independently distributed etc. If X is not disclosed then the situation is symmetric among the
bidders in the sense that the random payo¤ signal pairs (Ui ; Si ) are …nitely
exchangeable. Suppose now that X is disclosed, X is su¢ cient for V in the
sense that conditional on X; S and V are independently distributed - therefore
S carries no further information about V: Similarly, Si Xi is su¢ cient for Vi :
The situation e¤ectively becomes
Si0
Ui

= Si xi = Vi + "i
= E[V jx] + Vi

which is now symmetric among the bidders in the sense that the random payo¤
signal pairs (Ui ; Si0 ) are …nitely exchangeable. We are evidently in a symmetric Milgrom Weber world both before and after information disclosure but the
transition between the two is not of the Milgrom Weber form. What can we say
about the impact of information disclosure on revenue in this case? It is easy
to see that - it depends. Suppose that the i have zero variance, then we are
back in a MW scenario and information disclosure, given the usual supporting
assumptions on distributions, is good for revenue. On the other hand, suppose
instead that V has zero variance, then disclosure is complementary to bidder
information as in the vineyard example.
Not Milgrom Weber II This example departs from (global) symmetry in
a minimal way - mechanism invariance is preserved but information invariance
does not hold. Bidder valuations each have private and common value elements
and bidder signals each equal the sum of two noisy measurements of these respective elements. The information to be disclosed is a vector equal to the vector
of the bidder noisy measures of the common value element:
Si
Xi

= Ui + "i + i
=
i ; X = (X1 ; :::; Xn ):
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Suppose all the component random variables Ui ; i ; "i are independently distributed etc. If X is not disclosed then the situation is symmetric among the
bidders in the sense that the random payo¤ signal pairs (Ui ; Si ) are …nitely exchangeable. Suppose now that X is disclosed, the situation e¤ectively becomes
Si0
Ui

= Si xi = Vi + "i
= E[V jx] + Vi

which is now symmetric among the bidders in the sense that the random payo¤
signal pairs (Ui ; Si0 ) are …nitely exchangeable.

B.1.1

Two kinds of Information

Part of the thesis of this paper is that given some symmetry assumptions and
su¢ cient a¢ liation, there are two channels through which information impacts
on the revenue of an auction. There is an aggregated measure of how sensitive
expected values are to signals, call this B:if there is no disclosure and Bx if X = x
is disclosed. It will be invariant to auction formats to the degree the allocation
is invariant. There is also a measure of how much information bidder signals
carry about each other. As remarked above, this is characterised by the copula
of S; which does not depend on the auction format denote the unconditional and
conditional versions as C and Cx respectively. If the joint distribution of signals
can be written as joint normal the copula is determined by the correlation
coe¢ cient so in this case Cx is invariant to x but will generally be di¤erent
from C 23 .. Revenue given disclosure of X = x can therefore be written =
A(x)
[Bx ; Cx ]: We need to explore the nature of the functional
:
The gist of what we attempt is captured by the following simple observation:
if bidders equilibrium bids are determined in a second price auction by ax + bSxi
when X = x is disclosed for some exchangeable24 random variables f(Sx1 ; Sx2 ) :
x is a realisation of Xg and a0 +b0 Si0 when there is no disclosure then the expected
aggregate bidder surplus comparison will be based on bE[maxfSx1 ; Sx2 gjX = x]
versus b0 E[maxfS10 ; S20 g] for an arbitrary realisation of X = x: If all the signals
can be measured to be joint normal, then the comparison will depend on the b
coe¢ cients and the correlation coe¢ cients.
2 3 More generally, if the copula satis…es some local symmetry property (characterised below)
both conditionally and unconditionally and conditional and marginal a¢ liation hold, then the
allocation will be invariant to auction form. If the conditional copula is the same for all
realisations of X = x and so is the sensitivity of valuations to signals, then bidder surplus will
be independent of x:
2 4 Assuming X is a continuous distribution, see the discussion of exchangeability below.
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